








[1884-06-16; letter from Allison Howes to Charles Hall; in faint purple pencil; no 
envelope:]

Rapid City   June 16th  84
Chas Hall Esq

Beaver, Idaho Ty
Dear Sir

Yours of 5th inst recd    If you buy stock I would like to run them on 
shares    am not very particular as to what they are but would rather prefer 
horses    I think of the gross increase is the usual rate & would like to take 
them for that I would keep the original stock good from my share of increase 
& I do all the work attached to the heard such as round up branding, 
Castrating &c    This for 5 years

If my proposal dont [over page] Suit I would like you to make one
This country has a good reputation as a stock country as any place I 

every heard of    There is proof of this I think in the rapidity the country is 
filling up with cattle and if [stain] should work for you it would be more to 
my interest to do it here as I have land & buildings fences &c that would 
save considerable expense & be necessary in the business

I am in favor of horses because I think there is greater proffit in them. 
The principal will cost less   The increase in number about the same   The 
value [next sheet, “3”] at Maturity is greater & the losses in winter is much 
less for they will get down to the grass & do well when cattle would starve

There are large numbers [stain]ed here on the Cow ranges [stain] many 
ranchmen for the larger ones

I am not well posted as to value of cattle here but have heard of one 
lot of 400 head turned loose in the fall sold for $28 all around not counting 
spring C[---]s & are to be delivered by actual count after the round up    This 
is spoken of as a very cheep lot among Cow Men

Allie & I have located 800 acres of land & we think it will soon become 
value able & we have [over page] about 40 head of horses principally Texas 
mares

Would like you to come this way some time & see how we look
I dont think there is but very little if any difference in the price of 

stock here or there
I am glad to hear you are doing well with your mill

Yours Truely
Allison Howes        
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